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Steamboat Springs Police Servi~ 
OFFENSE SUPPLEMENTAL 

On Tuesday, April 05, 2011, I received the Autopsy Report on Cooper Larsh. Michael A. Burson M.D., PhD, 
Pathologist completed Larsh's autopsy on March 19,2011 at 1015 hours. The case number for the autopsy was 
identified as AB 11-026. 

Doctor Burson included a diagnoses in the autopsy report, which included identifying the presence of ocular 
and periocular petechiae. Dr. Burson's opinion read: Based on the history provided and the autopsy findings, 
the cause of death is positional asphyxia. The decedent was found partially inverted, facedown in a bank of 
snow. The manner of death was ruled an "Accident". 

I have attached the above described autopsy report to this supplemental report. 

On Thursday, April 07, 2011 around 0830 hours, I spoke to John Floyd, a Ski Patrol supervisor for Intrawest 
ULC. Floyd was one of the Ski Patrol members who completed the investigation for the Howelson Ski Area the 
day after Larsh was found. While speaking to Floyd, I specifically asked him to detail how the ski area marks 
out of bounds areas or closed areas of the terrain. Floyd advised the area Larsh had entered was both roped off 
and marked with "Closed Area" signs. Upon hearing this, I asked Floyd if he suspected Larsh had unknowingly 
entered the restricted/closed area. Floyd said he believed Larsh knowingly entered the restricted/closed area 
and that Larsh had to ski around ropes and signage identifying the area to be closed. Floyd also told me Larsh 
had to side step uphill to actually access the restricted/closed area after exiting the Palma lift. Floyd also 
advised there were two sets of tracks leading to the area Larsh was found and that he believed, based on his 26 
years of experience, that the second set of tracks also belonged to Larsh. Floyd said the first set of tracks were 
consistent in distance apart and the way the turns were made, suggesting Larsh had actually fallen during his 
second time through the restricted/closed area. I told Floyd I thought the second set of tracks belonged to 
Fletcher, the Ski Patrolman that had located Larsh that night. Floyd said Fletcher paralleled the tracks farther to 
the south in an effort to preserve the other two sets of tracks. Floyd said there was no way to determine if the 
second set of tracks belonged to Larsh, but again advised it was his opinion that Larsh had made the other set of 
tracks as well. 

Floyd then advised that he felt the restricted/closed area was marked appropriately and that both sets of tracks 
actually started at the top of the hill at a higher elevation than where people exit the lift. Both tracks passed 
around the rope and the sign marking the area as closed. Floyd also advised he has visited a number of ski areas 
across the country and feels the ski areas in Steamboat Springs, Colorado do a good job marking hazards and 
making the slopes as safe as possible. 
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